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Date: ______________________________

Bitsy's Alliteration Search
Alliteration is the repetition of the same sounds, or of the same kinds of sounds, at
the beginning of words or in stressed syllables.
Ex. Carla kept the cutest kitten.
Directions: Read Bitsy Blew a Bubble by Jack Kohler. Draw a bubble around as many examples of alliteration
as you can find within the poem.

Bitsy Blew a Bubble
Jack Kohler
Bitsy blew a bubble and it rose into the air,
and drifted by a hummingbird whose nifty nest was there.
It drifted past the hummingbird into a belching bog,
and floated by these three fine fellows croaking on a log.
The bubble travelled onward 'till it reached a sandy shore,
and floated by this crusty creature resting by his door.
On it blew, past the shore and through a stand of trees,
and drifted by this freckled friend encamped in knobby knees.
It drifted down into a hole, then out the other end,
and now, somehow, inside there was a teeny-tiny friend!
It drifted by this ring-tailed rascal washing by a brook,
who paused his washing long enough to take a closer look.
It blew into a jungle deep, where branches intertwine,
and past this clownish creature who was swinging from a vine.
It drifted from the treetops down into a river deep,
and circled by this toothy terror lurking in his keep.
Now it drifted up again, ever on the rise,
and passed this lanky loner who could not believe his eyes.
Up and up the bubble rose, up into the sky,
to pass this bearded buddy balanced on a mountain high.
Then down into a mighty canyon crafted by the years,
to greet this hippy-hopper with his two enormous ears.
On and on the bubble blew, refusing to be stopped,
into this dusty desert. That's where Bitsy's bubble popped!
All the friends were sad to see their journey reach an end,
so Bitsy blew a bubble and the fun began again!

